777-update

MH17 is a covert bioweapon attack
+++ Alert!!! Spanish flu outbreak imminent +++
+++ development of new medication against the virus accomplished and to be
released within the next days +++
+++ Quarantine and UV disinfection of the ground immediately to be done +++
+++ Vaccine campaign might be second covert action to spread the virus, just as
tested in 2009 in the Ukraine, also with Spanish flu, when after an initial outbreak
contaminated vaccines were released by Baxter +++
by Harald Kautz-Vella

Passengers already dead at takeoff
The picture alternative media are drawing from the MH17 incident is getting more
and more bizarre. According to first hand information of Ukrainians that got to the
sight first, the plane was loaded with corps that were drained from blood and that
obviously were already dead for quite some time. Many of them were completely
striped from their cloth. In between the corps people found countless packets of
blood serum. These statements are covered by the pictures published, that show
naked bodies with heavy lesions but no blood at all. Later, when it became public the
corps were already smelling, the media added some news about a failing cooling
system on the train that was supposed to transport the corps west.
The fact that the plane apparently came down in one piece while the corps are told
to be spread over an area of several kilometers hint to the possibility that the corps
were deposited in the cargo area – and that the entire cargo was blown out by
explosives that were deposited within the plane. Also, experts say the damage at the
plane hints to an explosion directed outwards.
So who shot 777 – if anyone did
While the western media repeatedly “hint to the suspicion” that the plane was shot
down by the rebels, the NSA-run “alternative media” in Russia state it was an
Ukrainian attack that should have hit the plane of Vladimir Putin – that was crossing
the same area half an hour later. This hints to a western strategy that is aiming to
escalate the conflict on both sides, which meets the rhetoric’s of the officials. This
impression is covered by a fully unqualified discussion run by the official experts
published by the western state and corporate controlled media that can only be read
as the attempt to not answer questions as long as possible.
One might start looking at the BUK-rocket systems that are said to be responsible for
the shot. These systems are radar controlled, and the explosion is triggered when it is
at 50 m distance from the plane spreading a cloud of shrapnel. So there is no chance
to open the stomach of a plane of the size of a 777 with a buk rocket. Normally a

number of batteries is guided from one radar station. To conquer a battery from the
Ukrainian military (initial official version in western media) is as useless as getting a
battery delivered by the Russians (secondary official version in western media), as
long as there is no radar system at hand to guide the rockets fired. Apart from the
fact, that it needs a few years of training and an elaborated electronic infrastructure
to operate such a battery-radar unit.
It is a rather simple truth, that if one wants to find out who guided a rocket to its
target one needs to look for the radar activity. This has been done and published by
the Russians with straight-forward results: there was increased BUK-batterypresence AND radar activity on the Ukrainian side. Additionally, there was an
Ukrainian jet close to MH17 minutes before it was shut down. Just as a reminder: the
Maidan revolution was financed by the US Embassy, and guided by Gladio troops
(NATO-inteligence).
Strongest hints to a western covert action, is the fact that all evidence and large part
of the story “made up” was pre-arranged to the incident. The conversation of rebels
stating that they shot down a plane was cut together from conversation-fragments
und uploaded a day prior to the incident. Most ridiculous thing, that everyone who
calls this a conspiracy theory might check out himself is, that even the names of the
victims are obviously fake. The list is public. If one goes to the facebook-profiles of
these people one finds out that all the profiles were created at the same day prior to
the event. And all of them are empty. And there are no crying relatives around.
Why the Spanish?
Yoichi Shimatsu is a science writer, who organized public health seminars during the
SARS and avian influenza outbreaks in Hong Kong and Bangkok. He was the lead
investigative journalist in the 1995 Tokyo subway gassing and subsequent terrorist
threats against Japan’s nuclear reactors. In an article published on the 19th of July he
states:
Blood-drained corpses are the stuff of horror movies, but this nightmare arose from one of the
busiest airports of “civilized” Europe, and one controlled by ITCS, a security company linked
from its inception to the Israeli Mossad. Mad Scientists with renewed support from above. A
reason for concern, early in this investigation, is the fact that The Netherlands, the origin of
Flight 17, is the center for the engineering of weaponized viruses under Ron Fouchier, the
closest research associate of the notorious Japanese influenza expert Yoshihiro Kawaoka. The
flu-research center at Eramus Medical University in Rotterdam is the sister-laboratory of
Kawaoka’s Institute of Infectious Virus Research at the University of Wisconsin, Madison.
The deadly duo’s pseudo-scientific research includes the “perfection” of a Spanish flu virus
that killed of 20 million victims worldwide in 1918-19. Kawaoka recently boasted that
nothing can stop his newest variant of H5N1, the avian influenza virus. Fouchier’s fanatic
disciples, meanwhile, have been weaponizing the H7N9 bird-flu virus that killed more than 40
people in China. (Weaponization involves three objectives, first, to hasten the ability of a virus
to spread, that is, to be more contagious; second, to increase its lethality; and third, to develop
an antidote available only to the chosen few.) Kawaoka and Fouchier are not mad scientists
working on the fringe, they are accredited researchers with powerful funding support. Two
years ago, the twin labs received a massive boost in funding from unidentified sources
funneled through department budgets despite vociferous objections from other scientists as to
the unstoppable risks. The patrons of the deadly research includes the chairman of the Eramus
University trustee board, Anton Van Rossum, a former executive with Solvay, the Belgium

chemical producer that illegally provided sarin-gas components to the Israeli biowarfare
program aboard an El Al jetliner that crashed in Amsterdam. The El Al flight hit a crowded
apartment block, soon after takeoff from Schiphol Airport, which also is the takeoff point for
MH17. Aboard that El Al flight was a shipment of an RNA-based bioweapon known as
mycoplasm, which replicates in water (for example, inside the human lungs) and is suspected
to have been used in the two Gulf Wars against Iraq. Bioweapons, Solvay, Israeli, Schiphol,
ICTS and Boeing are the common denominators between 1992 El Al crash and the 2014
Malaysia Airlines disaster.

So far to the real world evidence.
Medication developement
The idea that this could be the Spanish flu was confirmed by a number of
clairvoyant sources as well as by radionics of the pictures of the corps
published. Taking the information from pictures is a standard diagnosis system
in informational medicine and tends to be highly reliable.
“V” was talking about this week delay between the incident and the moment
the world will realize what happened. It is very likely that this statement refers
to the incubation period of this deadly virus. Hours after this became obvious
a network of doctors, natural healers and scientists NOT connected to the
pharmaceutical industry started to network and to gather the knowledge
necessary to face an outbreak of a weaponized Spanish flue.
The Spanish flue kills due to a co-infection with bacteria. The virus attacks the
lungs, and opens the tissue to a number of bacteria. Due to the damage done
by the bacteria, the lungs are filling with blood and liquid and the patient
might die within less then a day. Also, the disease is known to affect people in
their best age, while children and elder people stay healthy. This is due to the
increased immune system of people in their 20s and 30s. It triggers a selfenergizing regulatory circuit that is leading to an increased viral activity.
The development of the new medication was accomplished on Wednesday,
the 23rd. It led to a combination of two remedies. A liquid, called “Spanish flue
environment transformer” to be used as a cold spray (emergency) or from an
hot vaporizer, that changes the environment within the lung by introducing
both chemical and informational patterns of fungi as well as of a balanced
bacteria-environment as well as colloidal gold. Viruses are known not to
prosper in the presence of fungi. Pathological bacteria do not prosper in the
presence of balanced bacteriological environments. Gold nano-particles are
known do rip DNA. The increased activity of the immune system of people in
their best years also could be modulated to a less risky state. This first remedy
is not about healing. It is about winning time. The second remedy, “Spanish
flue redox” contains an highly potent form of amorphous SiO2 as well as
activated zeolite, two of the most potent anti-oxidants known, both have been

– as single agents – already positively tested in conventional peer-review
medical research for being helpful with viral infects.
The combination will hopefully reduce causalities – now of cause it is still
impossible to say by how many percent, this will be shown by future
experience.
References:
Original forecast of an 777 incident over Europe from the 15th of July
http://vortexcourage.me/2014/07/13/777-the-black-swan/
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Attention! Crossing lines pointing to terrorist attack against Berlin on July
16th – with a monetary reform following on July the 20th
A few times in my life I was facing these crossing lines hinting to major events.
It always was a mixture of consciously set hints distributed by mass media,
products of the collective sub consciousness manifesting mainly in feature
films and advertisements and some input by clairvoyant people.
Actually it happed three times, and thanks to loving individuals three times it
was possible to stop these events from happening – leaving only a slight trail
of corpi delicti that something was happening at all. This time it is different.
This time even those loving characters step back and welcome the event – for
the simple reason that it feels better to enter a phase of open conflict with
global fascism then to continue drowning in their ocean of lies.
To the facts:
-

March 8th 2012 flight MH370 vanished from the flight radar and
disappeared. Funnily, the mobiles of the passengers and the crew still

-

-

-

-

rang days after the incident, it would have been easy to locate them.
However, officially the plane is claimed to be lost. Last recorded
position and direction, fuel capacities and extrapolation of the line
between the point of last contact and the point of last sighting at the
Maldives hint to the American military base on Diego Garcia as the
destination of flight MH370.1
On June 5th and June 10th 13 planes vanished from the European radar
monitors. The problem occurred in Austria, southern Germany, the
Czech Republic and Slovakia.2 It was suspected to be a NATO exercise to
test a new weapon system to disrupt transponder-communication of
airplanes. If one connects the countries that were subject to these
incidents they exactly cover the beeline from Diego Garcia to Berlin.
MH370 was a Boing 777 ER with a range of 12.800 km, the distance
between Diego Garcia and Berlin is 8661 km.
“V”, the whistleblower that announced the long list of Bankstersuicides of last winter long before they happened, predicts a major
event for mid July, that will not immediately be recognized as the black
swan it will be, but that will still cascade to the implosion of the
western financial system, starting of with the silver markets, turning
Europa into a field of civil unrest and war.
On the 15th and 16th of July the BRIC countries meet in Brazil to found
an alternative to the IWF and the World bank that will be less westernoriented then the recent institutions.
Christine Lagarde had a very beautiful new years eve speech, in which
she elaborated over the Numerological meaning of the number 7. As an
introduction she said that “she does what she is told to do”, that she

was going to talk about the global economy and what is going to
happen in the year 2014. Then she explicitly starts “to test the
audience numerology skills” asking them to think about the magic
7. She refers to a number of anniversaries. WWI (100 years), 70
years Bretton Woods (7+0=7), 25th anniversary of the fall of the
Berlin wall (2+5=7) , 7th anniversary of the beginning of the
financial crisis (7=7). Also, she refers to the G7, G as a letter also
carries the number 7, that however will not be as important as the
G20. Which could be referring to July 20th not July 7th as an
important date. A second numerological date that is self
explaining would be July 16th 2014, leading to the core set of
numbers 1+6=7 July=7th month 2+0+1+4=7, i.e. 777.
1
http://beforeitsnews.com/conspiracy-theories/2014/03/flight-mh370is-at-diego-garcia-heres-the-proof-2461078.html
2
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/austria/10898385/13planes-vanish-from-radars-over-Europe.html

Remember which type of airplane disappeared? It was a Boing 777.
Now let’s have a look at the official media. We see ISIS going berserk in Syria
and Iraq, tearing out the heart of a little girl chained to a fence while being
alive, calling unmarried women to sex-djihad, killing their families if they don’t
hand the girls out, taking over 2.500 rockets with sarin at a former factory for
chemical weapons, 40 kg of Uranium from a hospital in Mosul. To be honest,
this very much looks like a western media campaign. Imagine 800 drugged
mad youngster in open vehicles conquering a country of 32.58 Million people.
This is one terrorist on 40.000 civilians. Something is wrong here. Goggle ISIS,
you will find them here:
https://public.isishq.com/public/SitePages/Home.aspx
To cite:
ISIS provides worldwide security, intelligence, technology and
training to government and private enterprises. ISIS is
strategically positioned across the globe, with a highly
credentialed management team and personnel. We have a
superlative track record for delivering exceptional ser vice and
support to the most demanding of clients in the most
challenging of circumstances.
ISIS has earned a stellar reputation with some of the most respected
companies and organizations in the world. Our customers have included
various branches of the Department of Defense, State Department and
national security agencies, as well as the most highly regarded government
contractors in the aerospace, defense, information technology, and security
industries.

For me this looks like someone pays ISIS to deliver a few stunts that can be
broadcasted in a way that makes people hate ISIS, identified with Islam, and
make them believe ISIS would be capable to attack western countries with
dirty bombs and chemical weapons.
We have quite a few US officials that push panic towards a coming second
9/11 with weapons of mass destruction.
Switching on the radio from time to time one might ask why Leonard Cohens
song recently is played so often in the radio, stating: first we take Manhattan,
then we take Berlin – with these incredible lyrics in which he dives into the
psychology of an muslim terrorist.
So please, put that on facebook and other social media and forward to Russia,
Ukraine and all European countries. We are allowed to reduce the bloodshed
to come.
God bless, Harald Kautz-Vella

